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Hello Leafers!

Welcome to the workbook that accompanies Leaf
Your Troubles Behind: How to Destress and Grow
Happiness Through Plants! Here you’ll find the basics
of an Escape to Nature journal, some recommended
plants, and more green leisure activity ideas.  

If you have any questions, ideas, or stories to share,
please contact me via my website at
www.karenhugg.com. I’d love to hear them!

To subscribe to my newsletter, go to 
http://eepurl.com/dmFSM5.

Keep in touch with me on Twitter, Instagram,
Pinterest, or LinkedIn.

And don't forget to post pictures of yourself "leafing
your troubles" with the hashtag #greenleisure!

Have a great day,
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the
Escape to Nature

notebook

Worksheets and Journaling
(For Directions, see 

Chapters 1 - 5)



STRESS BRAMBLE

STRESS

LEAF YOUR TROUBLES, ESCAPE TO NATURE NOTEBOOK

HOME WORK

KIDS BOSS

From Chapter 1
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LESS STRESS JOURNALING
LEAF YOUR TROUBLES, ESCAPE TO NATURE NOTEBOOK

SOURCES OF STRESS: 

FROM CHAPTER 2
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LESS STRESS JOURNALING
LEAF YOUR TROUBLES, ESCAPE TO NATURE NOTEBOOK

SOLUTION BRAINSTORMING:

TIME REGAINED:

FROM CHAPTER 2
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FOR LATER

HAND OFF

LET GO

ME TIME

MUST DO 

SIFTING YOUR TIME SOIL

LEAF YOUR TROUBLES, ESCAPE TO NATURE NOTEBOOK FROM CHAPTER 2
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TIME LOG

THURSDAY

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

LEAF YOUR TROUBLES, ESCAPE TO NATURE NOTEBOOK

CURRENT ME TIME

FROM CHAPTER 2
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TIME JOURNALING
LEAF YOUR TROUBLES, ESCAPE TO NATURE NOTEBOOK FROM CHAPTER 2
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TIME JOURNALING
LEAF YOUR TROUBLES, ESCAPE TO NATURE NOTEBOOK

ME TIME REGAINED:

FROM CHAPTER 2
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GREEN PERSONALITY
JOURNALING

LEAF YOUR TROUBLES, ESCAPE TO NATURE NOTEBOOK

FIRST MEMORY RELATED TO PLANTS/NATURE:

FROM CHAPTER 3
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GREEN PERSONALITY
JOURNALING

LEAF YOUR TROUBLES, ESCAPE TO NATURE NOTEBOOK

GP MISSION STATEMENT:

FROM CHAPTER 3
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CALENDAR TIME
JOURNALING

LEAF YOUR TROUBLES, ESCAPE TO NATURE NOTEBOOK
FROM CHAPTER 3
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Mon TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

Notes

Month
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FROM CHAPTER 3



DREAM GARDEN OR
HOUSEPLANTS TO GROW

LEAF YOUR TROUBLES, ESCAPE TO NATURE NOTEBOOK FROM CHAPTER 4

What IT'S LIKE: 

plants: 
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DREAM GARDEN OR
HOUSEPLANTS

Photo Photo

Photo Photo

Leaf Your Troubles, Escape to Nature Notebook FROM CHAPTER 4
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3 THINGS I'M GRATEFUL FOR

PRETTY OR INTERESTING 
PLANT OF THE DAY

Leaf Your Troubles, Escape to Nature Notebook

DATEGREEN LEISURE JOURNAL

JOURNAL SHEETS
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TODAY, HOW DID I LEARN, EXPERIENCE, BE IDLE/
PLAY, SUPPORT, UNITE, RECOGNIZE, OR EXERCISE? 



10 Favorite Shrubs for Most U.S.A. Gardens
 

Certain shrubs are workhorses of the garden. They're reliable, beautiful, disease-
resistant, and low-maintenance. Here are 10 shrubs that fit the bill. Most folks in the U.S.
can grow them and they all have pretty blooms!

1.   Butterfly Bush (Buddleia davidii, non-invasive cultivars only), Zones 5 – 9
2.   Mock Orange (Philadelphus lewisii), Zones 4 – 9
3.   Spiraea (Spiraea japonica), Zones 3 – 8 
4.   Rugosa Rose (Rosa rugosa), Zones 2 – 8  
5.   Purple Smokebush (Cotinus coggygria), Zones 4 – 8
6.   Weigela (Weigela florida), Zones 4 – 8
7.   Lilac (Syringa vulgaris), Zones 4 – 8 
8.   Viburnum (Viburnum tinus), Zones 2 – 8 
9.   Hydrangea (Hydrangea macrophylla), Zones 3 – 9 
10. Red twig Dogwood (Cornus alba), Zones 2 – 8 

 

10 Easy-to-Grow Houseplants Safe for Dogs and Cats
 

Many easy-to-grow houseplants are actually toxic to pets: pothos, ti plant, fiddle-leaf
fig, etc. So finding houseplants that won’t upset your dog or cat’s tummy can be
essential, especially if the wee one likes to chew on leaves. Here are 10 houseplants
that are easy care but safe for dogs and cats.

1. Spider Plant (Chlorophytum comosum)
2. Cast Iron Plant (Aspidistra elatior)
3. Baby Rubber Plant (Peperomia obtusifolia)
4. Christmas Cactus (Schlumbergera bridgesii)
5. African Violet (Saintpaulia ssp.)
6. Bamboo (Phyllostachys aurea)
7. Prayer Plant (Calathea insignis)
8. Cushion Aloe (Aloe retusa)
9. Friendship Plant (Pilea involucrata)
10. Dwarf Palm (Chamaedorea elegans)

RECOMMENDED PLANTS

Leaf Your Troubles, Escape to Nature Notebook

For photos, 
visit 

www.karenhugg.com
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5 Easy Plants to Propagate: 5 for Dividing and 5 for Cutting

Want more plants but don’t have a lot of money? Or want to give an inexpensive present to
a friend? If you have houseplants, chances are you can create more of them through
propagation. It’s simplest to create more plants via plants that can be naturally divided or
rooted from a cutting of the stem. Here are the easiest plants to propagate via those two
methods.

For Dividing:

1. Peace Lily (Spathiphyllum ssp.)
2. Snake Plant (Dracaena trifasciata, formerly Sansevieria)
3. Cast Iron Plant (Aspidistra elatior)
4. Caladium (Caladium bicolor)
5. Chinese Evergreen (Aglaonema ssp.)

For Cutting: 

1. Pothos (Epipremnum aureum)
2. Inch Plant (Tradescantia fluminensis)
3. Swiss Cheese Plant (Monstera deliciosa)
4. Philodendron (Philodendron cordatum)
5. Spider Plant (Chlorophytum comosum)

Quickie Directions:

What You’ll Need

-newspaper, paper bag, or small tarp
-clean snips or pruners
-root saw (optional)
-jelly or glass jars
-small bag of all-purpose potting soil
-small clay or ceramic pots

Leaf Your Troubles, Escape to Nature Notebook
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To Create Cuttings:

1. Water the plant. An hour later, look for fresh leaves at the plant’s end.
2. Count back five leaves from vine’s tip and cut just behind a leaf.
3. Remove that leaf so its node is apparent. This is where roots will emerge. 
4. Fill glass or jar two-thirds with cold tap water.
5. Set the cutting stem in water. (Leaves are important, they help feed the plant.)
6. Put glass near an indirectly bright window and wait 2 – 4 weeks.
7. When you see white roots of at least an inch, gently plant the cutting in pot with soil.

Leaf Your Troubles, Escape to Nature Notebook

10 Easy-Care Plants for a Sunny Rain Garden

Though these plants grow in most U.S. zones, check with your local governments or
universities for a more detailed list of plants that match your area’s climate.

1. Redtwig dogwood (Cornus sericea ‘Kelseyi’)
2. Vanhoutte Spiraea (Spiraea x vanhouttei)
3. Inkberry (Ilex glabra)
4. Swamp milkweed (Asclepias incarnate)
5. Blue Flag Iris (Iris versicolor)
6. Brown-eyed Susan (Rudbeckia trilobal)
7. Switch Grass (Panicum virgatum)
8. Sedge (Carex obnuta)
9. Spotted Joe-Pye’s Weed (Eutrochium maculatum)
10. Marsh Marigold (Caltha palustris)

To Make Divisions:

1. Water the plant. An hour or so later, remove plant from pot and lay on paper or tarp.
2. Look for where leaf clumps have naturally grown with space/dirt between. Often
when the plant’s been removed from the pot, the clumps reveal themselves.
3. If not, with gloves on, choose a point at which to divide and gently pull apart clumps
at the root base. If they’re tangled, slice out with a root saw.
4. Pour all-purpose potting soil half-way up in clay or ceramic pots.
5. Set the divided clumps in pots and top dress with soil. Pat down and water.
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Leaf Your Troubles, Escape to Nature Notebook

A Green Social Media Feed
Rating: Clean Hands, One Smartphone, Low-Cost, $0-$40

Social media is a dangerous place because we can often feel inferior to our peers but
used carefully, it can be informative, inspiring, and even relaxing. If you already have a
favorite social media platform, choose that, but if you don’t, I recommend Instagram or
Pinterest. They’re more image-focused and less opinion-oriented. In fact, Pinterest is
especially handy since it expertly personalizes your feed. After you sign up, only follow
people who are plant- and nature-oriented. No relatives, no friends, and definitely no
co-workers! 

Check out the hashtags #plants #nature #flowers #gardening #houseplants
#naturephotography #naturelover #green #plantlife #urbanjungle #plantlove to start.
Save the images you adore and have fun learning about new plants and natural
places!

Spikeball in the Park
Rating: Clean Hands, Spikeball Trampoline, Outdoor, Medium Cost, $30-$60

Spikeball is a great activity for families. It’s like a combo of volleyball and hacky sack.
You set up a small trampoline (available at sporting or outdoor gear stores) and “spike”
or whap a smallish ball back and forth between players, hitting the net with almost
every turn. It’s excellent exercise for your arms, core and legs as you’re jumping about.
You can play on a park lawn or sandy beach. Otherwise, if you only have two people
and you want something even simpler, try a classic: badminton.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
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Leaf Your Troubles, Escape to Nature Notebook

Community Rain Garden
Rating: Soily Hands, Garden Tools, Outdoor, High Cost $100-$150

I’d be remiss if I didn’t address the more organized projects that unite people (see
Chapter 8). They include pea-patches, free food gardens, elementary school gardens,
park border renovation projects, and rain gardens. 

Rain gardens in particular are dear to me because they offer so many benefits. Here
are a few:

-they prevent car oil, pesticides, fertilizers and other pollutants from going into rivers
and lakes
-they protect fish and wildlife for the above reason
-they stop erosion of our natural waterways from water runoff overload
-they prevent flooding on streets and in basements
-they naturally clean toxins via plants, thus protecting groundwater

But installing rain gardens is tricky. Here are important aspects to consider:

-how much rain runoff you’re dealing with and what’s the source
-where the best position for the rain garden is
-how slowly the soil drains currently
-whether you need a permit from the city, like if it’s in a parking strip (the grassy area
between the sidewalk and street)

12 Nature Walks in 12 Weeks
Rating: Clean Hands, No Tools, Outdoor, Low to No Cost, $0-$20

Several years ago, I realized I didn’t know where all the natural areas were in my home
town of Seattle. So I bought a book called Take a Walk. It features 100 walks through
natural areas around the city. Determined to get stronger, I decided to do each walk in
the book. It took me most of the summer and fall, but I did it. And it was fun! I had no
idea there were so many beautiful parks and beaches!

There are books like this for several major cities in the U.S. so why not check one out of
the library and decide to explore 12 natural areas in the next 12 weeks? That’s three
months or one summer's worth of weekends. You’ll get some Green Exercise and
maybe find a new special sanctuary!
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Once these issues are hammered out, you should be able to install a rain garden,
depending on size, in about one weekend day. Though you’ll have to work together to
buy the soil, rocks, plants, and maybe mulch, you won’t need much more than common
garden tools and human power. The more folks you can unite with to install the garden,
the quicker the project will go.

This activity takes some coordination but it doesn’t need too much. The biggest hurdle
is getting some friends or neighbors together to help. Also, if the space you want to turn
into a rain garden is a parking strip or on a public right-of-way, you’ll need to clear the
project with your local city or county. If it’s on your private property, make sure to space
it at least 10 feet away from your house. The upshot of this spacing hassle is you’ll divert
rain water away from your house or street and into a mini-wetland, which will not only
keep the area dryer but allow the plants to clean toxins from the water.

What You’ll Need

-digging shovels
-a trowel or hori-hori
-landscape rake
-sand or gravel
-topsoil
-10-15 plants depending on the space’s size

Possible plants for the bottom basin: rushes (juncus), swamp milkweed (asclepias
incarnata), blue flag iris (iris versicolor)

Possible plants for the slope: black-eyed Susans (rudbeckia), coneflowers (echinacea),
false indigo (baptisia)

Community Rain Garden, continued,

-creating a proper runoff route and overflow exit
-what plants are best suited for the slope and basin of the rain garden
-who’s the team leader and who can help, who will maintain it
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4. Mix about 65% excavated soil and 35% compost across the bottom, making sure to
keep the rain garden soil line lower than the land.

5. Plant your basin (water-loving) plants along the bottom of the garden.

6. Plant your slope plants along the slope.

7. Water during dry weather for the first season of the rain garden.

1. With a hose or rope, layout the shape and size of your rain garden.

2. Dig out a low trench from the source of your rain like the street or a downspout and
create a mini river of river rock or gravel down to the rain garden space. At the “delta”
of that, ideally layer it with larger rocks to slow the flow of water.

3. Excavating the soil is tricky. You need to figure out how slowly your land drains
water. The Washington State website recommends digging a hole that’s 8 X 8 X 8
inches and filling it with water. Then track how long it takes to drain. If the hole drains
one half inch in an hour, you can estimate it will drain an entire inch in two hours. And
so, you can guess that the space will take about 12 inches of water in a 24-hour period,
making the ideal depth of your excavation 12 inches down. So dig about a foot down,
carving out a sloped opening on one end for the rain so the rain funnels into it, carve
out a smaller sloped opening on the opposite end for an outflow. Make sure to make a
small berm at the far end to stop the water from directly overflowing the garden.

Leaf Your Troubles, Escape to Nature Notebook

Community Rain Garden, continued,
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For more information about your area, visit: 
https://www.epa.gov/soakuptherain/soak-rain-rain-gardens



 Fill the ice tray with water. 
 Optional: put in three drops of Stevia in each cube.
 Set one fresh mint leaf atop each cube water, making sure to submerge it a bit. 
 Freeze.
 Put in a glass when making your Green Leisure Cocktail. Enjoy!

Mint Ice Cubes Recipe

When summer hits, I crave a cool drink. How about you? In addition to the cocktail
recipe you'll find in Leaf Your Troubles Behind, I've included this yummy recipe for mint
ice cubes.

What You'll Need:
-ice cube trays
-fresh mint leaves
-water
-Stevia syrup (optional)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Thanks for reading! If you enjoyed Leaf Your Troubles
Behind, please help me by buying books for friends

and leaving some positive words 
on Amazon and Goodreads. 

 
Thanks!

LEAF YOUR TROUBLES, ESCAPE TO NATURE NOTEBOOK
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